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The southern polar area of Mars is home to various seasonal activity commonly explained by the Kieffer model.
During southern spring, the ice covering the polar area sublimates and leaves distinct features (spiders, spots,
fans) observable from orbit. The Colour and Stereo Surface Imaging System (CaSSIS) onboard the ExoMars Trace
Gas Orbiter (TGO), provides high-resolution multi-filter images of the Martian surface offering high sensitivity to
colour contrasts. Its stereo capability is pivotal for momentary processes and offers a unique perspective for
studying surface sublimation processes and their relation to atmospheric features. For the first time, we identify
clouds well correlated with surface features (araneiforms and spots at southern circum-polar latitudes) hence
motivating a new campaign to refine these observations over time periods where CO2 sublimation processes
occur. We focus here on the structure of spot deposits and their evolution through time. We identify and describe
seven structures: dark spot, bright-haloed spot, ringed spot, inverted spot, dark-haloed spot, banded spot, and
bright spot. By morphological and spectral analyses, we hypothesize a new chronology of events that characterise
the origin, formation and evolution of these features.
1. Introduction

1.1. Context

The aim of this study is to test the Kieffer hypothesis and provide an
extended model of the formation and evolution of dune spots. We do this
by using data from the Colour and Stereo Surface Imaging System
(CaSSIS) acquired during winter, spring and summer, with regular
repeated observation, consistent colours and variety of local solar time
(LST). The dynamic processes, occurring during those times in the poles,
can be observed. The cryptic region, defined as the low temperature
(~150 K) and low albedo area in polar regions during springtime, has
been mapped byMOC, TES andMOLA onboard the Mars Global Surveyor
(MGS), suggesting the presence of a slab of translucent CO2 ice (Kieffer
et al., 2000; Kieffer, 2007). Inside this region, dark fans were observed
together with fields of spots with haloes (“fried eggs”), and fields of radial
erosion features (“spiders”) centered near the core of fans (Kieffer, 2000;
).
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Kieffer et al., 2000, 2006; Piqueux et al., 2003; Titus et al., 1998, 2007). It
was subsequently noticed that spiders show diverse morphologies
(Hansen et al., 2010; Hao et al., 2019) and are not limited to this specific
cryptic region (Schwamb et al., 2018).

The Kieffer model of CO2 ice basal sublimation is commonly accepted
as the explanation to the formation of dark spots and fans associated with
araneiforms (Kieffer, 2000, 2007; Piqueux et al., 2003; Kieffer et al.,
2006; Piqueux and Christensen, 2008; Hansen et al., 2010, 2017; Thomas
et al., 2010, 2011b; Portyankina et al., 2010; Pilorget et al., 2011;
Pommerol et al., 2011). During the cold winter nights, atmospheric CO2
condensates at the surface in regions from the poles to latitudes ~50�.
This dusty CO2 frost undergoes a self-cleaning to form a translucent slab
with dusty particles at its base. When the first light of spring arrives, the
early low-grazing sunlight goes through the slab and heats up the dark
dust particles. The thermal radiation, unable to escape because of the
opaque characteristics of CO2 ice at infrared wavelengths, builds-up heat
leading to basal sublimation of the slab. This creates a pressure at the
er 2022
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basal interface and, through weaknesses in the ice, CO2 gas jets form
carrying sand and dust.

The particles carried by the gas flow are deposited onto the surface
forming spots or fans, that appear dark compared to the icy surroundings.
Their shapes seem to be determined by the local topography and wind
patterns as models suggest (Piqueux et al., 2003; Kieffer et al., 2006;
Thomas et al., 2011a). The entire upper surface of the ice slab retreats
because of constant sublimation and when the surface becomes ice-free,
the centers of the araneiforms become more visible with the dark ma-
terial previously on the ice blending in with the substrate (Piqueux et al.,
2003; Aharonson et al., 2004; Kieffer et al., 2006; Kieffer, 2007).

The initial dark deposits on the ice have often been seen paired with
brighter deposits, as seen on Fig. 3B. These bright deposits have been
confirmed to be CO2 by CRISM analysis and have been hypothesised to
come from adiabatic expansion and related to cooling of CO2 vents (Titus
et al., 2007). Another mechanism leading to similar results, proposes that
when the pressure is locally raised the equilibrium vapour pressure is
exceeded for the ambient temperature and condensation occurs (Thomas
et al., 2010). Attempts to model such processes quantitatively have
shown that the dust drag on the gas is needed to reach supersaturation
and condensation (Thomas et al., 2011a). Alternatively, Pommerol et al.
(2011) noticed that the bright haloes all seem to originate from previous
depositions of dark dust at the surface. They hypothesise that the bright
haloes are caused by the sinking of the dust deposits into the ice.

Martínez et al. (2012) used atmospheric corrected HiRISE colour
products, showing that dark spots located in Richardson crater present
three distinct areas: dark core, bright halo and an intermediate area
optically separating the core from the halo. Data from 1) dust optical
depths derived from THEMIS, 2) CRISM detection of either CO2 or H2O
ices, 3) surface pressure and temperature from TES and 4) numerical
modelling were used. The results support the gas venting hypothesis and
are consistent with temporal evolution of surface albedo.

The Kieffer model was backed up by computational fluid dynamic
modelling (Thomas et al., 2011a), explaining several aspects of deposits
on the polar surface, and the bright haloes surrounding dark spots and
fans. Particle trajectories and deposition patterns linked to local wind and
topography have been studied using various inputs for surface slopes,
wind speeds, particles size distribution and mass loading. The computed
jet models comply with observations and the Kieffer theory.

Experimental studies have looked at aspects of the formation of ara-
neiform (de Villiers et al., 2012; Mc Keown et al., 2017, 2021) and cold
jets (Kaufmann and Hagermann, 2017), adding confidence to the Kieffer
model.

Active jets have not been observed yet. Only their deposits have been
imaged which has led to the hypothesis that they could be active at very
early local solar time in springtime, when the very first rays of sunlight
hit the frozen surface of the ice. Alternatively, the optical depth of the jets
may be too small to be detected against the background provided by the
illuminated surface (Hansen et al., 2019, 2020). Additionally, other
models have proposed that spots could be associated with low intensity
venting of the majority of the excess basal pressure (Thomas et al.,
2011a).

1.2. The Colour and Stereo Surface Imaging System

The Colour and Stereo Surface Imaging System (CaSSIS) onboard
ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter (Thomas et al., 2017) began its primary sci-
ence phase in April 2018. Limited by the satellite's orbit inclination,
high-latitude targets were first restricted to a maximum latitude of 74�,
which was increased to 75� following a spacecraft manoeuvre in 2021.
The reachable circum-polar region provides plenty of interesting targets,
related to the processes described above. The orbit is approximately
resonant with a frequency of roughly 30 days, which is useful for
repeating observations and hence studying the temporal evolution of the
surface. Repeated observations are beneficial for studying the morpho-
logic and photometric evolution of features and have been acquired on an
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irregular basis. Previous observations of sublimation activity (spots, fans
and spiders) close to the poles by other instruments such as HiRISE,
CRISM or CTX (Mangold et al., 2004; Mangold, 2005; Hansen et al.,
2010; Pilorget et al., 2011; Pommerol et al., 2011; Portyankina et al.,
2012, 2017; Hao et al., 2019, 2020) have motivated the search for similar
features within CaSSIS images. The key advantages of CaSSIS, in com-
parison with other imagers, are its high sensitivity (high signal-to-noise)
in the panchromatic filter, possibility to image in 4 colour bands and its
nearly simultaneous (40 s apart) stereo capability.

Thomas et al. (2017) detail the technical capabilities of CaSSIS such
as providing images at 4.5m/pixel resolution combined with a moderate
areal coverage (9 km� 40 km) up to four filters (NIR, RED, PAN and BLU,
noted as N, R, P and B respectively). The original orbit of the TGO
spacecraft also offers more variability in time of day and seasonality than
the other cameras and spectrometers orbiting Mars. The BLU filter
(centered at 497.4 nm) provides very high sensitivity to ice/frost and
clouds. Surface and atmospheric processes can be best studied by using
filter combinations including this filter (Thomas et al., 2017; Tornabene
et al., 2018).

The main objectives of this work are to further test the Kieffer model
as the general framework to explain Spring observations of the southern
seasonal cap and refine various aspects of the physical processes affecting
the surface at high latitude in Spring. We have searched through the
catalogue of CaSSIS southern spring acquisitions to identify and analyse a
selection of particularly interesting images.

To date (April 2021), CaSSIS has successfully acquired 22829 images
with 3.3% of this database (i.e. 747 images) obtained during the first
southern spring imaged at latitudes higher than 50�S. A variety of spot
structures has been observed. Morphologies are studied through the high
SNR in PAN and the colours inform on composition. Fig. 2 proposes a
classification of the different dune spots observed throughout southern
spring (180� < LS< 270�) and a few images slightly before winter solstice
and at the beginning of summer. The related sketches of the structures
seen in this study are presented in Fig. 3. The nomenclature is as follow:
A) Dark spot, B) Bright haloed spot, C) Ringed spot, D) Inverted spot, E)
Dark haloed spot, F) Banded spot and G) Bright spot.

2. Methods and datasets

2.1. Study regions and image datasets

The study regions have been determined by the available coverage in
the CaSSIS database and the diversity of morphologies observed in those
regions. Fig. 1 shows a basemap of THEMIS-Day IR combined with
MOLA, with each region labelled and Table 1 summarizes the informa-
tion about each study area. All images presented here can be separated
into two categories: Dune spots and Araneiform Terrain.

2.1.1. Dune spots
Tribal Mask Dune (TMD), Jeans Crater, East Mellish, Frosty Dune and

Burroughs Crater all show spots appearing on top of isolated dunes or
dune fields. The variety of spots seen throughout the available images,
sometimes even within a single image, provides an interesting overview
and helps establishing an enhanced formation mechanism.

Figs. S1 and S2, in supplementary material, providemosaics of CaSSIS
images for TMD and Jeans regions, respectively, using a MOLA-THEMIS
(IR-Day) blend basemap.

2.1.2. Araneiform terrain
Hummingbird region, located west of Richardson Crater and North of

the Mars Polar Lander [73�S, 169�E], is the only area presented in this
study where araneiform terrain is visible. The spidery terrain seems to be
following the edge of a regional flow-like, layered feature. Two locations
within this area have been imaged and are shown by the two rectangles
in Fig. 1. They are showing possible evidence of jet activity with atmo-
spheric features possibly related to traces of activity at the surface.



Fig. 1. (Left) Areas of interest (blue circles) over a THEMIS-Day IR combined with MOLA basemap (from JMARS) of the Martian south pole. (Right) Basemap of the six
areas of interest. Polygons show the general location of CaSSIS footprint of images within the areas of interest. The naming of these areas is informal apart from the
official Craters (Jeans and Burroughs).

Table 1
Study sites specifications and characteristics of the images presented. * Index column refers to Fig. 2 tile indexes. ** Informal names.

Study Site Latitude Longitude MOLA
Elevation

Acquisition ID LST Ls Sol
#

Incidence Phase Emission Filters Index*

Tribal Mask Dune
(TMD)**

73�S 223�E 1000m MY34_002252_273_0 09:53:05 182.16 375 75.157 82.564 11.147 NIR-
PAN-
BLU

E

MY34_002301_267_0 07:31:59 184.44 379 81.746 90.978 11.234 NIR-
RED-
PAN-
BLU

F

MY34_002401_271_1 06:43:27 189.15 387 83.241 94.382 11.234 NIR-
RED-
PAN

H

MY34_002401_271_2 06:42:37 189.15 387 83.297 72.321 11.034 RED-
PAN-
BLU

(H)

MY34_002451_274_1 06:19:22 191.52 391 83.946 95.157 11.281 NIR-
RED-
PAN

I

MY34_002451_274_2 06:18:34 191.52 391 84.003 73.139 10.986 NIR-
PAN-
BLU

(I)

MY34_003545_273_0 09:03:21 246.54 478 55.891 65.358 11.17 NIR-
PAN-
BLU

O

MY35_011080_276_0 17:06:56 202.97 410 77.086 70.196 10.881 NIR-
RED-
PAN-
BLU

J

MY35_011812_263_0 00:43:55 240.07 468 84.751 81.314 11.082 NIR-
PAN-
BLU

M

Jeans Crater 69�S 153�E 850m MY34_002141_258_0 08:50:51 177.05 367 77.662 80.033 11.256 NIR-
RED-
PAN-
BLU

C

MY34_002228_258_1 07:11:57 181.05 373 83.428 89.979 11.301 NIR-
PAN-
BLU

D

MY34_002228_258_2 07:11:53 181.05 373 83.412 77.112 10.951 RED-
PAN-
BLU

(D)

MY34_003347_258_0 09:57:41 236.28 463 52.425 53.143 11.577 NIR-
RED-
PAN-
BLU

L

MY35_011195_283_0 16:22:47 208.65 419 70.817 69.305 10.791 K

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued )

Study Site Latitude Longitude MOLA
Elevation

Acquisition ID LST Ls Sol
#

Incidence Phase Emission Filters Index*

NIR-
PAN-
BLU

MY35_012100_258_0 18:31:12 255.03 491 69.964 70.45 10.885 NIR-
PAN-
BLU

P

MY35_012473_258_0 11:34:33 274.31 521 44.867 46.117 11.819 NIR-
PAN-
BLU

Q

Hummingbird** 73�S 169�E 1700m MY34_002365_266_1 06:13:05 187.45 384 86.03 96.791 11.271 NIR-
RED-
PAN

MY34_002365_266_2 06:12:33 187.45 384 86.068 75.524 10.984 RED-
PAN-
BLU

MY34_003372_266_0 10:50:38 237.57 465 52.915 54.264 11.266 NIR-
RED-
PAN-
BLU

MY34_003484_266_0 08:50:35 243.37 474 57.007 64.549 11.345 NIR-
PAN-
BLU

MY34_003485_275_0 10:48:46 243.43 474 51.787 58.783 11.242 NIR-
PAN-
BLU

MY34_004604_275_0 12:53:20 300.52 563 52.265 52.731 11.046 NIR-
PAN-
BLU

MY35_013780_276_0 15:52:57 337.04 625 72.137 67.016 10.959 NIR-
PAN-
BLU

East Mellish** 73�S 343�E 850m MY34_002073_266_1 11:38:24 173.96 361 75.922 74.282 11.162 RED-
PAN-
BLU

A

MY34_002073_266_2 11:37:32 173.96 361 75.88 77.901 11.101 NIR-
RED-
PAN

(A)

MY34_002359_267_1 06:20:35 187.16 384 85.61 96.271 11.271 NIR-
RED-
PAN

G

MY34_002359_267_2 06:19:57 187.16 384 85.652 75.203 10.987 RED-
PAN-
BLU

(G)

Frosty Dune** 68�S 0.94�E 500m MY34_003464_256_1 07:20:59 242.34 472 62.059 69.291 11.428 NIR-
PAN-
BLU

N

MY34_003464_256_2 07:22:13 242.34 472 61.95 55.69 10.84 RED-
PAN-
BLU

(N)

MY35_012565_255_0 09:19:09 279.01 528 49.693 49.174 11.143 NIR-
PAN-
BLU

R

Burroughs Crater 72�S 117�E 400m MY34_002093_264_0 10:40:49 174.86 363 75.63 75.2 11.176 NIR-
RED-
PAN-
BLU

B
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2.2. Classification of spots

The goal of this study is to test and refine the model proposed for the
formation and evolution of spots using CaSSIS data. For this purpose, all
images with identified spots have been sorted with respect to LS values in
Fig. 2. Each tile letter correspond to the index column in Table 1. Fig. 3
shows a simplified version of all morphologies of spots observed in this
study, with an associated CaSSIS example image.
4

2.3. Image acquisition and data extraction

A total of 2522 images (as per April 2021) have been acquired at
latitudes higher than 50�S and within a solar longitude (LS) range of
180–270� corresponding to the southern spring season. This represents
11% of the complete database to date. The process of capturing images of
the surface with CaSSIS has been explained in details in Almeida et al.
(this issue). Once acquired, the raw data images are reduced through



Fig. 2. Mosaic of spot samples seen in all images listed in Table 1 under the index column. Tiles A-C were acquired at the end of southern winter, D-P during southern spring and Q-R at the beginning of southern summer.
Fig. 3 proposes a schematization of all structures of spot example observed in this study.
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calibration pipelines. Pommerol et al. (this issue) and Perry et al. (this
issue) explain thoroughly the radiometric and geometric calibrations,
respectively. The final products are stored as ISIS.cub files containing
data in all available filters. They are then read into the ENVI™ image
analysis software. Regions of interest (ROI) have been defined in each
image. The images are calibrated to units of radiance factor (“I over F00).
I/F, intensity/flux, is defined as the ratio of the observed radiance to the
radiance of a 100% lambertian reflector with the sun and camera
orthogonal to the observing surface.

The extracted ROIs are used to compute average reflectance, bright-
ness and band ratio comparisons presented in Section 3. For each ROI, a
large number of pixel have been used to increase the signal-to-noise. For
backgrounds and large homogeneous areas (dunes in summer), the
number of pixels ranges between 10 000 and 160 000. Because of the
smaller size of the features, only 250 to 17000 pixels can be averaged for
spots, rings and haloes. The definition of the ROIs to select homogeneous
regions is also quite challenging. The standard deviations for these re-
gions range between 0.4% and 0.03%.

The radiance factor depends on the local illumination conditions
(solar incidence, phase and emission angles). To obtain the reflectance
factor, the I/F values extracted from the radiometrically calibrated im-
ages need to be divided by the cosine of the incidence angle, this
reflectance factor definition uses a global incidence angle value for the
entire scene and therefore ignores local topographic variations. Thomas
et al. (this issue) explain that the sensitivity of CaSSIS is slightly less than
predicted (86.9% of the expected value), and the correction factors of
Thomas et al. (this issue) have been applied here to mitigate this effect.

The relative brightness ratio compares the reflectance of a dark area
(i.e. dark core or dark ring) with a closeby bright area (usually the sur-
rounding background terrain). This technique is widely used in Martian
planetary photometry studies (Daubar et al., 2016; Schaefer et al., 2019;
Munaretto et al., 2020, 2021, 2022) and allows to better compare the
photometric properties of surface features imaged under different illu-
mination and observation conditions without the need to assume any
particular bidirectional reflectance distribution function (usually the
Lambert one) for the surface that is implied for absolute photometry.
Relative brightness ratios are then compared between various images to
determine the evolution of the relative brightness over a period of time.
We also made use of the Colour Band Ratio Composite (CBRC), explained
in Tornabene et al. (2018). The ICE/ATM CRBC product uses a specific
set of ratios to help differentiating between ice/atmospheric features and
dusty surface materials.

From TES and THEMIS nadir observations, and estimates from MCS
limb observations, column dust optical depth (CDOD) have been spatially
interpolated for Martian Year 34 (Montabone et al., 2020), despite the
Planet-Encircling Dust Event (PEDE), using a kriging method - a linear
least square type interpolation minimising the error variance by
weighting each data point (Journel and Huijbregts, 1976; Montabone
et al., 2015). The averaged IR absorption (9.3 μm) CDOD normalized at
610Pa for MY34 shows a maximum value of 0.525 during Ls 215–225�

for latitudes higher than 70�S, however our dataset does not cover these
solar longitudes and the maximum atmospheric dust opacity value
reached is therefore 0.37 for this study.

The CaSSIS images in this study are presented without atmospheric
correction, considering a low atmospheric opacity.

3. Results and interpretation

In this section, we present the spectrophotometric analysis
comprising reflectance spectra, reflectance profiles, colour band ratios
and brightness ratios.

3.1. Temporal evolution of spots

From the overview of different types of spots in Fig. 2 and the clas-
sification sketches in Fig. 3, a clear evolution can be observed. From
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previous studies, only bright haloes and dark spots have been linked
together in time. Bright, inverted, ringed and banded spots are an addi-
tion to this evolution model. We compute here the brightness ratios be-
tween dark and bright units, where dark units are defined as the dark spot
cores or, for inverted spots, the dark ring surrounding the bright core.
The bright units consist of bright cores or bright haloes. The background
is defined as the closest neutral terrain from the spots and, when appli-
cable, their haloes. The evolution of the brightness ratio of spots
throughout southern spring can be followed in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 top row shows the brightness ratio of dark features over the
surrounding background, and comprises data from latitudes between
68�S and 73�S. However, we expect the sublimation processes to be
highly dependent on latitude due to mean temperature variability, thus
two additional graphs are shown for two latitude ranges in Fig. 4 bottom
row. In particular, the bottom-left graph shows the portion of data within
latitudes 72–73�S, while the bottom-right reports the measurements only
from 68 to 69�S. The trend obtained from the entire dataset shows a
curious behaviour. Around the spring equinox (LS¼ 180�), the brightness
ratio is at its maximum. It then decreases drastically up until LS ¼ 200�,
then increases until LS ¼ 255�, with a minimum based on two observa-
tions around LS ¼ 246�. It decreases slowly with the arrival of summer
solstice. The latitude range 68–69� has data spaced evenly across the
timescale while the higher latitude range lacks data in mid-spring and at
the end of spring.

The TMD area provides good information about recurring spots over
time due to many overlapping images. Fig. 5 shows three images with
sublimation spots. Image MY34_002252_273_0, in sub-panel A, taken in
early spring (Ls 182.1� - Year 34 Sol 375), presents dark cores (blue
polygons) associated with brighter haloes (orange polygons). These
Fig. 5. Time evolution of dune spots in an unnamed crater situated South of Stoney
filter combination and north up. Blue and orange polygons delimit the structures of

7

outlines have been pasted onto the two following images taken later in
spring, LS 246.54� (Year 34, Sol 478) and 240.07� (Year 35, Sol 468)
respectively, to show a possible evolution of visual morphology.

In general, we can observe that spots recur at the same position in
every Martian year (Thomas et al., 2010). However, the morphology
varies from early spring to mid-spring and can be dissimilar the following
year where new spots can emerge as well. The year lapse between Fig. 5
panels B and C shows the extent of the recurring in position as well as the
individualisation of a new spot - that was most likely concealed by the
cluster of small-sized depositions early on. The outer haloes seen in
Fig. 5A are reflected in Fig. 6 by a soft slope in the reflectance profiles.
The brighter haloes cause a slight increase before reaching the minimum
at the core of spots. Mid-spring spots, without bright haloes have a strong
reflectance drop. The NIR and PAN filters, have a curious behaviour
where there is a slight reflectance bump at the spot's centre. This char-
acteristic is not visible in image MY35_011812_263_0 probably because
of a low signal to noise.

Two additional sets of spots are shown in Fig. 7. In the early-spring
observation, the spots exhibit bright deposits within darker features
that later fade out and make the spots appear as dark uniform features.
The first showcase consists of two bright spots and a surrounding bright
halo with no apparent dark core transitioning into a dark feature merging
both bright features. In the second showcase, we can see a three-layer
feature with a dark core, transient bright halo and secondary dark
halo. This layering disappears, as before, into a single dark feature. It
appears that the boundary of the structure is not correlating with one of
the preceding layer outlines but in between the outer and middle layers.
The profiles in this case, show a different behaviour with the background
having the same reflectance factor in both images, the dark spot showing
Fig. 4. Average brightness ratio for each acquisition
in Fig. 2 as a function of time in LS values. (Top) Dark
features ratio with neighbouring background. Dark
features here are assigned to dark spots and cores.
(Bottom) Average brightness ratio for images within
latitudes of 72–73�S (left) and within latitudes of
68–69�S (right). Uncertainties are relatively small and
negligible and this is explained by the fact that ho-
mogeneous data have been chosen for each ROI type,
and a large number of pixels are used for all data
points.

Crater. Spring image (A) and summer images (B and C) are shown with the NPB
spots with a dark core and a bright halo, as seen in A.



Fig. 6. (Top) Spectral plot of spots, halos and bright background of three fea-
tures in the Tribal Mask Region presented in Fig. 5. (Bottom) Profiles of the
reflectance factor. Profiles are oriented with respect to the corresponding image,
NW to SE and are slightly extended from the current sub-images view to the NW.

Fig. 7. Seasonal evolution of two sets of features from images
MY34_002252_273_0 (LS 182.1�) and MY34_003545_273_0 (LS 246.5�). The
profiles of the latter image show strong drop in reflectance factor while bright
spots in the earlier image show less variation.

C. Cesar et al. Planetary and Space Science 224 (2022) 105593
a clear drop in reflectance in all filters, and the layered spot has two
bumps associated with the brighter deposits surrounding the dark core.

As the physical evolution of spots through spring is made obvious by
8

overlapping images, the spectral analysis showed a strong correlation
between early inverted spots, early bright haloes and late dark spots.

Fig. 8 (A, B and C) shows spectral plots and brightness ratio with the
surrounding background for each of the three structures. We mainly
observe a shift in the spectral responses, which supports a common
physical origin.

3.2. Seasonal comparison

Frosty Dune: This area, located in Sisyphi Planum, shows a pitted
crater with a central dark sand dune and gullies on the edge of the pit.
The three images covering the dune were taken in mid-spring (two from a
stereo pair) and early summer, respectively (see Table 1). Fig. 9 A & A1
shows that the dune is covered by frost and dark spots, creating a high
contrast with the surrounding terrains in late spring. Free of ice in
summer (Fig. 9 B & B1), the dune exhibits a smooth dark sand cover,
again in contrast with the bright neighbouring terrains. Relative reflec-
tance profiles are shown in Fig. 10 along a sketch of the area. While the
spring image was taken at a time where regionally the CO2 ice layer
would have completely sublimated, the dune is still covered by frost. The
spectra in Fig. 11 show that the terrain used as a background value
(Plateau floor) is slightly brighter in the spring image which could
indicate that a thin layer of ice is still remaining. The reflectance profiles
show the distribution of spots on the frosty dune and an overall brighter
surface than the defined background. In Summer, the dune itself is
covered by dark basaltic sand with a low reflectance factor, lower than
the defined background (Plateau floor) and the surrounding pit floor.

Additionally, the summer image is presented in Fig. 9 with a 2%
linear stretch making the dune globally dark. In supplementary material,
Fig. S 3 shows a Gaussian stretch applied at different locations within the
image (red stars), allowing a better visualisation of darker and brighter
areas within the dune.

East Mellish: This area is similarly covered by two stereo pairs,
Fig. 12 shows the mound at LS 174� (first stereo acquisition) and at LS
187�, with each time a RPB filter combination. The reflectance profiles
are shown in Fig. 13 (A and B). The profiles were defined going through
areas with spots, and crossing over the bright middle plateau (see Fig. 12
for the profile line). Stereo acquisition MY34_002073_266 (LS 173.96�)
was taken right before the spring equinox. The surface has a quasi-
constant reflectance factor in the bright areas and shows a clear posi-
tioning of dark spots by the dips in all filters. There is a slight increase in
the slope in the centre mound. Bright haloes and dark spots share, as seen
previously, a similar trend with a shift in value, only the background
shows a redder slope (steeper slope from BLU to PAN wavelengths, 497
nm and 677 nm respectively) .

The short time evolution of the mound activity is shown in Fig. 12 and
we focus on the appearance of individual spots. From Fig. 3, categories C
(ringed spot) and D (inverted spot) are visible in the first stereo pair, and
then shift to categories A (dark spot) and B (bright haloed spot) in the
second pair. The edge of the mound - where topographic contrast is
stronger - first shows activity in image MY34_002073_266_1. It is thought
that all spots in this image are ringed to some extent, and have simply a
lower contrast or are more difficult to delimit with the actual signal-to-
noise ratio and resolution. A few clear inverted and ringed spots are
visible and pointed out by the red squares in Fig. 12. Unusual spots
(ringed and inverted) have disappeared in image MY34_002359_267_2
and only a dark core with a brighter halo are remaining at the edge of the
mound. The activity in the central part, hence being more recent, appears
to be mainly composed of a dark spot with or without a small halo. A
small cloud is noticeable in the image MY34_002073_266_1, this was
achieved by a colour combination using the BLU filter. Although the
second stereo pair did not feature an optimal colour combination, the
cloud is observable through the PAN filter and is showed in more detail in
the Results section Fig. 17.

Hummingbird: This region, with araneiform terrains, is showing
high colour contrast and can be followed in time through various



Fig. 8.A. Comparative spectrophotometry of early spots (inverted). Left panels are the respective spectral plots and the right panel shows the brightness ratios with the
background ROI.

Fig. 8.B. Comparative spectrophotometry of early spots (haloed). Left panels are the respective spectral plots and the right panel shows the brightness ratios with the
background ROI.

Fig. 8.C. Comparative spectrophotometry of late spots (dark). Left panels are the respective spectral plots and the right panel shows the brightness ratios with the
background ROI.
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acquisitions. Several images have shown distinctive elongated aranei-
forms likely linked to jet activity. Fig. 14 shows various sub-terrain with
9

more or less wide channels (araneiform troughs). The variability in size is
thought to be evidence of erosion from past or recent activity. Thinner



Fig. 9. The gullied pit crater dune in Sisyphi Planum is located at a longitude of 0.94�E and latitude of 68.2�S. (A) Image MY34_003464_256 (stereo pair available) was taken in mid-spring (Ls 242.3�, incidence 62.1� and
LST 07:20:59) where the dune is still covered by frost and apparent variously shaped spots. (B) Image MY35_012565_255_0 taken in early summertime. The dune is free from ice, showing a smooth dark sand surface (blue
in the NPB composite) in contrast to the bright surrounding. (A1 & B1) Zoom on the dune crest.
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Fig. 10. (Top) Sketch view of image MY34_003464_256_1. The red line represents the transect profile position for both images. (Middle) Spatial profile of the
reflectance factor for image MY34_003464_256_1 when frost and spots are covering a portion the surface. (Bottom) Spatial profile of the reflectance factor for image
MY35_012565_255_0 when the dune is free of ice and the dark sand produced a strong contrast with the surrounding environment.

Fig. 11. Spectrophotometry of the Frosty dune region. (Left) Spectral plots for defined ROIs. (Right) Brightness ratio of ROIs with the surrounding backgrounds.
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Fig. 12. Overlapping images of MY34_002073_266_1 (LS 173.96�) and
MY34_002359_267_2 (LS 187.16�) in RED-PAN-BLU colour combinations. The
red squares delimit area where ringed spots are clearly visible. The red line is
the profile section shown in Fig. 13A.
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troughs appear here with dark material in the vicinity, which is coherent
with active processes (Piqueux et al., 2003). Wider troughs do not show
presence of dark material and this could be explained by a lower topo-
graphic contrast not affected as much by the basal sublimation processes
of the CO2 ice layer.

Images of this spidery terrain are available at the beginning of spring
and mid/end-season. In Fig. 14, four sub-units (and two intermediates
units) have been identified from the number of erosion marks, spider
troughs and by colour variations. Sub-image A, using a NRP colour
combination, appears greyscale with little colour diversity. Texture and
Fig. 13.A. Profiles for the image of the East Mellish mo

12
contrast are still clearly discernible, according to the LS the surface is
covered by a CO2 layer. Sub-image B, taken later in spring, shows more
diversity on the bare surface. Terrain a1 lacks erosion marks and appears
to be of a lighter colour. Terrain a2 is showing wide erosion channels
with no dark deposits in the vicinity. Terrain a3 is presenting the most
activity for both images, the spider troughs are thinner and many spider
cores are visible. In early springtime, small patches of dark material rest
on top of thin spider cores. Intermediate terrains named a3t and a3/4
share visual similarities with both terrains a3 and a4 or seem to be a
transitional zone between these terrains. When the surface is free of ice,
in acquisition MY34_003484_266_0, colour contrast between young
araneiform terrains and areas with little to no troughs is much more
discernible than in image MY34_002365_266_1.

The second area of interest is outlined by the red polygon in Fig. 1. We
follow a curious surface pattern through seasons resembling a hum-
mingbird, hence the informal nickname used for this area.

In Fig. 15 (see Supplementary Fig. S4 for full size), sub-images A and
B were acquired with the same filters (NPB) and yet they appear
completely different. The illumination conditions are similar with the
incidence angle around 52�, local solar time of 10:49 and a solar longi-
tude difference of only of 6�. Sub-image A appears cloudy in regions
where the terrain seems covered by spidery terrain, the blue toned at-
mospheric feature overshadows a large portion of the surface which
appears to be a dark terrain with a bright surrounding area. Sub-image B,
taken slightly later, shows again the bright background terrain and a dark
brown terrain. Summer images C and D, despite an optimal colour
combination, have no colour diversity and show only contrasts between
dark (full of spiders) and bright areas. The two summer images are also
presented here with the same filter combination but have different illu-
mination conditions. Separated by a Martian year, the differences are not
striking. The darker terrain featured in sub-figures A and B are also
optically darker during summertime. From the spectral data in Fig. 16,
only image MY34_003372_266_0, with the clouds shadowing the surface,
shows a distinctive ratio in the BLU filter.
und. The profile is shown in Fig. 12 by the red line.



Fig. 13.B. Spectrophotometry for the image of the East Mellish mound ( Fig. 12).

Fig. 14. Reference zone of the blue polygon in the Hummingbird region sub-image from Fig. 1. (Left) Image MY34_002365_266_1 taken in early spring (LS 187.5�).
(Right) Image MY34_003484_266_0 taken around the perihelion (LS 243.4�). Different zones are annotated from a1 to a4, with respect to visible activity and young
spider abundance.
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3.3. Diffuse atmospheric features

Diffuse atmospheric features have been observed in the East Mellish,
Burroughs and Hummingbird regions, and are thought to be linked with
activity from the surface as they correlate with unusual spots and spider
fields. Stereo acquisitions are highly beneficial for momentary processes
and allow observation of dynamic features such as clouds.

East Mellish: Fig. 17 shows the stereo pair MY34_002073_266 where
a diffuse feature is seen moving when comparing both images.

Although this feature was clearly visible in the stereo #1 (Fig. 17 A)
which includes the BLU filter, the second stereo was acquired without,
making it difficult to locate precisely the same feature. Fortunately, the
diffuse feature is also seen in the PAN filter, albeit with a reduced
contrast. Fig. 17 A_PAN & B_PAN are individual PAN images with the
feature delimited by the green and blue polygons for stereo #1 and #2,
respectively. By stretching the image with a Gaussian stretch, we
enhanced the visualisation of the diffuse cloud and calculated a move-
ment speed. By first estimating a direction of propagation, assuming a
13
direct path from the location of the cloud in the first stereo to its final
position in the second stereo, it is possible to extract the distance using
the pixel resolution (usually around 4.49m/pixel). We propose two
possible directions of propagation (Fig. 17 Cloud_1 & Cloud_2). The time
between each stereo image is around 45 s, hence we can calculate speeds
with possible speed ranges of 11–35 m/s and 17–30 m/s.

A second stereo pair, MY34_002359_267, was acquired later the same
year at LS 187.16�. Fig. 18 clearly shows the change in spots morphol-
ogies, going from inverted and ringed spots to bright-haloed spots. The
diffuse feature visible in sub-panel A disappeared in sub-panel B.

Burroughs Crater: Fig. 19 shows the central region of Burroughs
crater covered with many ringed spots and/or dark spots (categories A
and C in Fig. 2). The contrast between parts of each spot structure is not
always clear to establish. A cloudy feature is visible, which does not
totally obscure the surface. Sub-image A shows a close up of spot mor-
phologies deviating from the usual known dark spots, here labelled
ringed spots. These appear with a dark core, an oriented bright deposit
and a darker halo uniting them together into one feature. The edge of the
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atmospheric feature is visible thanks to the contrast with the similar bare
surface in sub-image B. A peculiar spot (inverted spot), similarly seen in
Fig. 12, is visible at the very edge of the image and no other similar spots
have been found in the entire image.

Fig. 20 shows the spectra and the brightness ratio for Burroughs area.
Bright halo and dark spots within the image, show similar spectral re-
sponses, the same way the dark ring and bright ring do. This once more
follows the hypothesis that dark spots and bright haloes have the same
physical origin.

Following Tornabene et al. (2018), Colour Band Ratio Composite
(CBRC) can help distinguishing compositions onto the surface. Here we
decided to use the Ice/Atmosphere (ICE/ATM-ALL) index to complement
the analysis of the atmospheric feature seen on Fig. 15A. As it follows the
spidery terrain, it is conceivable that it is linked with surface activity. The
CBRC output in Fig. 21 highlights with the blue channel ice, fog and
atmospheric features, while the green and red channels are indicators of
dust, soil and rock compositions (through sensitivity to ferric oxides Fe3þ

and ferrous oxide Fe2þ). The cyan coloured features (mixture between
red, green and blue i.e. atmospheric with dust components) are suitable
candidates for resulting from jet activity. The purple area (blue and red
i.e. ice/frost and dust) would suggest a surface where ice and dust are
intertwined.

4. Conclusions and discussion

A variety of dark spots was observed on several CaSSIS acquisitions.
All spot morphologies discussed in this paper are shown in Fig. 2 and
organised into categories as shown in Fig. 3. Their classification was
purely based on visual albedo/colour difference seen between units. The
list of this classification is as so: (A) dark spot, (B) bright-haloed spot, (C)
ringed spot, (D) inverted spot, (E) dark-haloed spot, (F) banded spot, and
(G) bright spot.

Fig. 2 shows that in some areas, various types of spots coexist, which
brings complexity to our understanding of the evolution of spots. Fig. 22
proposes a putative chronology of the evolution of southern polar spots in
terms of morphology, brightness and colour. Following the Kieffer
model, several options are possible and interpretations are based on the
observations presented here. Further orbital studies of recurring spots
will confirm or contradict parts of our hypotheses and will provide in-
sights on latitudinal and/or longitudinal dependencies. The chronology
can be established as followed: at the end of winter, spots appear mostly
inverted or ringed (see Fig. 2A-B). A small number of bright spots have
been observed in Fig. 2E alongside inverted, ringed and bright haloed
spots. The distinction between bright spots and inverted is not clear as
the dark border producing the strongest contrast can still be quite faint.
As bright spots are only seen during the end of Winter and the first period
of spring, they are believed to be the first to appear. It could be mani-
festing small gas ejections and a slight recondensation of cold CO2 gas
onto the cold surface. The inverted spots seem to be preceding ringed
spots as the latter are seen with various sized cores. As spring arrives, the
spots shift to a bright haloed appearance, as in Fig. 2C-I. Past mid-spring
(i.e. Fig. 2.M-P), only plain dark spots without bright haloes remain. The
CO2 ice layer is thought to be very thin. Some spots show darker deposits
at their centre, the cause of it is not yet clear as only a handful of spots
shows this structure. This darker core surrounded by a dark circum-core
(similar to the normal dark spots) is also present in Fig. 2.L with a bright
halo. Summer images (i.e. Fig. 2.Q-R) either show remnants of dark spots
still displaying contrast with the underlying terrain or a complete
blending with the surrounding surface. Fig. 2J shows furthermore a
distinctive aspect that differs from ringed spot, as the bright ring appears
similar to the neighbouring background. No explanation for this behav-
iour has been found yet and no other image resembles this one, making it
difficult to assess.

When the first rays of sunlight shine through the solid CO2 layer, dust
grains are heated up and sink deeper in the layer (stage preceding the
evolution established in Fig. 22). This generates the first jets releasing a



Fig. 16. Spectrophotometry of the Hummingbird images presented in Fig. 15 (A–D). The ratio was made such as the dark component of the ratio is located inside the
hummingbird's beak and the bright component is simply the bright terrain surrounding it.

Fig. 17. Stereo acquisition MY34_002073_266 in a
small crater located East of Mellish Crater [73�S,
343.3�E]. (A & B) Respectively, stereo #1 with a NIR-
PAN-BLU and stereo #2 with a NIR-RED-PAN colour
combination and a Gaussian stretch applied. (A_PAN
& B_PAN) North is up. Respective zoom in the PAN
filter. The green and blue lines highlight the contour
of the atmospheric features. (Cloud_1 & Cloud_2)
North is up. From stereo #1 to #2 the features have
moved, the directions are subject to interpretation and
two possibilities are presented here.

Fig. 18. (A) Image MY34_002073_266_1 taken at LS 173.96� (sol 361), with a RED-PAN-BLU colour combination. Diffuse atmospheric features are visible on top of
spots. (B) Image MY34_002359_267_2 taken at LS 187.16� (sol 384), with a RED-PAN-BLU colour combination. The atmospheric features have disappeared and the
spots have transitioned from ringed spots to bright-haloed spots.
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small amount of dust particles onto the surface, they sink immediately
back into the icy layer, resulting in a bright spot with low contrast to the
surrounding background terrain visible from orbit (Fig. 22 - A1). As the
15
jets grow stronger, they emit more dust particles until there is enough
dust to stop light transport into the ice layer. The photometric contrast
gets more important as the dust accumulates on the surface, which results



Fig. 19. (Top) Image MY34_002093_264_0 of Burroughs crater before spring Equinox (LS 174.86�). (Bottom) Sub-image A) Zoom over global spot morphology, with a
dark core, and oriented bright halo and a dark uniting halo. Sub-image B) Zoom over the edge of the atmospheric feature. Sub-image C) Singular spot with an inverted
appearance visible at the edge of the sub-image.

Fig. 20. Spectrophotometry of Burroughs image in Fig. 19. (Left) Spectral plots of ROIs. (Right) Brightness ratio between the ROIs and the background.

Fig. 21. Cloud visualisation by applying Gaussian stretch and colour band ratio composite of Fig. 15 A at LS 237.6�. (Top) RGB composite with a global Gaussian
stretch applied, enhancing visualisation of the cloud.(Bottom) RGB composite of the ICE/ATM-ALL index (CBRC) with [PAN/BLU], [PAN/NIR] and [Mean(ALL)/(NIR/
BLU)] ratios respectively for the R, G and B channels.
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Fig. 22. Sketch of the putative evolution of spots in south polar areas. This figure is based on the Kieffer model (Kieffer, 2000, 2007; Kieffer et al., 2006; Piqueux et al., 2003). The ground view (bottom) represents a
possible cross section through the ice. This hypothesis is based on various locations, that could have different evolution period and start, hence could be subject to modifications. The downward dashed arrows represent
the sinking of dust particles into the ice, the plain upward arrows the emission of gas vent, the dark blue dots are dust/sand particles and the brown lines inside the ice layer cracks into the ice creating weaknesses for the
gas to escape. The horizontal dashed arrows (B1 ground view) indicates a dust movement on top of the ice induced by CO2 gas pushing away the particles from the centre of the feature.
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in visible dark spots (Fig. 22 panels C1 through G1). Since the majority of
the dust is deposited at the centre, the thinner layer of particles, located
at the edge of the spots, sinks more easily hence creating a bright halo
surrounding spots (Fig. 22 panels C1, D1, E1 & G1). Inverted spots
(Fig. 22 - B1) are assumed to originate from a dust movement due to gas
release at the center of the feature. The dust being pushed away, settles at
the outer ring of the feature creating a stronger contrast.

From the spectrophotometric analysis, we do not see major differ-
ences between inverted spots (Fig. 22 - B1) at the end of Winter and the
bright haloes from bright-haloed spots (Fig. 22 - D1) seen in early spring.
The same goes for dark spots in mid-spring. A general shift is observed for
the NIR, RED and PAN filters, and a slight difference is seen in the BLU
filter. CRISM and HiRISE studies (Pommerol et al., 2011) have shown
that blue haloes have the same colour and spectra than the dark dust,
which is consistent with dark dust seen through the ice slab. CaSSIS
confirms this shift in spectral data and a common physical origin.

CaSSIS here provides key input with its colour combinations and re-
fines the search of active jets by allowing visualisation of atmospheric
phenomena possibly in relation with cold jets. Figs. 15, Figs. 17 and 19 all
show the presence of atmospheric diffuse features in areas covered in
seasonal spots or spiders (enhanced by Gaussian stretches and the CBRC).

A special observation campaign will be planned for the upcoming
southern spring (February 2022) to acquire images before the spring
equinox in regions where diffuse atmospheric features have been
observed. This monitoring will allow a better constrain on the temporal
evolution of spots, give insights on the early stages of spot formation and
their link with atmospheric phenomena. This objective aligns well with
TGO and CaSSIS mission objectives linking atmospheric features with
surface activity.
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